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Summary
Technical Document Systems are wide format printing systems used in a variety of
domains like: construction, architectural, geographical, and engineering environments. The major difference between small- and wide format printers is the use of
cut-sheet paper and paper rolls, respectively. Since rolls have fixed (standardized)
widths but are virtually unlimited in length, wide format printing systems are
extraordinary flexible systems. This flexibility however, requires the user to have
a clear image of sizes and format handling available for rolls.
Within Océ Technologies B.V. cases are known that users of wide format printing
systems experience difficulties to print correctly. In these cases, difficulties particularly arise at functionalities regarding sizes, rolls, format handling and document
finishing options. These difficulties cause erroneous prints and therewith an inefficient printing process. The Industrial Design department of Océ would like to
know why there are so many user questions and issues around sizes and format
handling. The objectives of this research are to come to a consistent user’s mental
model regarding sizes and to design a print submission tool based on this model.
With better understanding of the user model regarding sizes and format handling,
more intuitive and effective user interfaces can be designed. Insight in user goals
and difficulties contribute to the design of a user interface.
In order to get insight into user goals and difficulties a task- and user analysis
is carried out. As part of the task- and user analysis, on-site observations and
interviews were held at fifteen companies with wide format printing systems from
different environments. The observed tasks and goals gave insight in functionalities of importance. Difficulties and inefficiencies within the most important and
frequent used tasks can be used to make the largest improvements for future interface designs. Beside observations, semi-structured interviews gave more insight
in user needs.
From the task analysis it appeared that current interfaces of wide format printing
systems offer a process oriented approach to the user. In this process the user needs
to have knowledge of three sizes: first the original size of a (digital) document,
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second the image size which reflects the original document after transformations,
and third the output size which is presented in paper rolls and cut-methods. These
sizes require the user to have a clear image of sizes and transformations (e.g. scaling, rotations, etc.). From the user analysis it appeared that user goals are very
straightforward. Generally users want to print their original documents without
scaling irrespective of standardized sizes or custom defined sizes. Furthermore
users (in the Netherlands) want to fold all their technical documents with the legend on top. From observations and interviews it turns out that current available
user interfaces cause difficulties to achieve these user goals.
The most notable difficulties occurred with defining an output size. Currently some
user interfaces require the user to select a roll-width and to select a cut-method
(standard cut or synchro cut) in order to define an output size. This method follows the printing process and is a rather indirect procedure to achieve a desired
output size. From observations and interviews it appears that users think in sizes
rather than roll-widths and cut-methods. Especially when the original documents
of users have standardized sizes (iso, ansi), they want to define their output as a
size instead of selecting the right roll-width and correct cut-method. On the other
hand, users do appreciate the use of rolls when they have custom sized documents.
In the case of custom sizes, the user wants to select a roll-width or let the printing
system select a roll automatically, and expects an immediate cut after the image
(i.e. synchro cut). Figure 1 shows the current task model (left) and the observed
user model (right).

Figure 1: The current task model (left) and the observed user model (right).

Furthermore it seems that users have difficulties with document orientations and
rotations. Document rotation can be used in the printing system to print efficiently
or productively. Another reason to rotate documents is to let the document enter
the folding module correctly in order to fold the legend (specifications frame) on
top. So actually document rotations are part of the printing process to achieve
higher order goals. In order to prevent difficulties in future user interface designs,
the emphasis should be put on the output rather than the printing process. To
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achieve output oriented systems, essential tasks should be redistributed among the
printing system and user.
Since users think in terms of (standardized) sizes the user interface should provide
a list of output sizes in accordance with the user model presented in figure 1. The
system task is to select the correct roll-width and apply a standard cut. From
observations it became clear that users expect an immediate cut after the image
when a custom defined size is printed to a roll. So with the selection of a roll-width
(or automatic roll selection), the printing system should apply a synchro cut. To
overcome rotation difficulties, it should be the user’s tasks to select a printer mode
(efficient- or productive printing). And in order to fold documents with the legend
on top, the user should specify where the legend is located (e.g. no legend, top left,
top right, bottom left, bottom right) so that the system can rotate the document
correctly.
The results of the task- and user analysis have been used for the redesign of a user
interface. The redesigned interface is evaluated with users for usability. In this
evaluation three users have carried out four common print tasks extracted from
the user observations and interviews. To evaluate the usability of the redesigned
user interface, the usage indicators of Nielsen (1993) have been used: efficiency,
learnability, memorability, errors and satisfaction. From the evaluation with three
users and four tasks it can be concluded that the usability of the redesigned user
interface is good.
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Chapter 1

Size makes the difference
With the introduction of computers on every desk, computer users are nowadays
able to create documents of various kinds and sizes on demand in no time. Sizes
can range from small text documents to wide technical drawings and storey high
graphical posters. In the printing domain, sizes can roughly be divided into two
categories: small- and wide formats. Office printers and copiers use small formats
like international standardized sizes up to iso A3 (420 × 297 mm.). Paper sizes
that exceed the iso A3 size, are known as wide format and are used in a variety of
domains like: construction, architectural, geographical, engineering and graphical
environments. In general the major difference between small- and wide format
printers is the use of cut-sheet paper and paper rolls, respectively. Since rolls have
fixed (standardized) widths but are virtually unlimited in length, wide format
printing systems are extraordinary flexible systems. This flexibility however, requires the user to have a clear image of sizes and format handling available for rolls.
Océ Technologies B.V. is one of the world’s leading suppliers of professional printing and document management systems. For offices, industry and the graphics
market the company develops and manufactures systems for the production, distribution and management of documents, in color and black & white, in small
format and in wide format. Within Océ cases are known that users of wide format
printing systems experience difficulties to print correctly. In these cases, difficulties particularly arise at functionalities regarding sizes, rolls, format handling and
document finishing options. These difficulties cause erroneous prints and therewith an inefficient printing process.
Possibly there is a conflict between the users’ comprehension of printer functionality and the way this functionality is offered through user interfaces. In this case
there is a difference between the user’s mental model and the system’s conceptual
model. Conceptual models are intended to provide an accurate, consistent and
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complete representation of the system. Mental models on the other hand are,
through user interaction with the system, evolving models. The user’s mental
model of a system need not to be technically accurate (and usually are not), but
they must be functional to get workable results (Norman, 1983).
This research concentrates on the user’s mental model regarding sizes and printer
functionality of Technical Document Systems (tds). With better understanding
of the user’s mental model, user goals and difficulties, more intuitive and effective
user interfaces can be designed.

1.1

Technical Document Systems

Within Océ there are two kinds of wide format printing systems available: Technical Document Systems (tds) and Display Graphics (dg). Display Graphics systems are used for professional colored signs, banners, posters and exhibit graphics
for indoor and outdoor applications. This research concentrates on the Technical
Document Systems. There are two kinds of Technical Document Systems available: Technical Color Systems (tcs) and Technical Document Systems (tds).
Both printing systems are used in a variety of domains like: construction, architectural, geographical, engineering and graphical environments. Technical Color
Systems use an inkjet based technology to produce colored technical documents.
These printing systems can hold up to three differently sized rolls.
Technical Document Systems on the other
hand, use electro-photography technology (led
printhead) with an organic photoconductor
drum and closed toner system to produce black
& white documents. Technical Document Systems can hold up to six differently sized rolls
and with that print a variety of documents on
various media with different sizes. Figure 1.1
shows a Technical Document System with three
drawers that contain two rolls each. Beside
paper rolls these systems can also handle cutsheet paper; however, this is more expensive Figure 1.1: Technical Document
System with rolls.
and less flexible than paper rolls. Technical
Document Systems are smart and flexible systems that can be provided with several (optional) modules. Beside the basic
printer- and controller module, the printing system can have optional modules
like scanners, folders and delivery trays or delivery belts.
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The use of paper rolls with different (standardized) widths make Technical Document Systems extraordinarily flexible. Since difficulties to print correctly at once
with Technical Document Systems possibly arise from sizes, rolls, format handling
and document finishing options, the subsequent section gives more insight in the
flexibility of rolls in a wide format printing system.

1.1.1

Paper rolls & sizes

The rolls in Technical Document Systems have standardized (e.g. iso, ansi) widths
and equal the widths of standardized cut-sheet paper. These rolls carry the names
of their cut-sheet equivalents. For example, the roll width of an iso A0-roll has
the same width as the iso A0 size: 841 mm. The widths of these rolls can vary between 297 mm. (iso A3) and 914 mm. (ansi 36”). Appendix A gives an overview
of common used sizes (i.e. iso and ansi). The lengths of rolls are virtually unlimited, but to guarantee straight alignment of an image on a roll, the image length
is limited to 15 meters. With paper rolls, users are no longer limited to sizes of
standardized cut-sheet paper but can define their own, custom sizes. The use of
rolls with different widths make these printing systems very flexible.
Technical Document Systems become even more flexible with the iso216 paper
concept and different sized rolls. In the iso216 paper size system, the height-to√
width ratio of all pages is 2:1 (≈1.4142:1). See also appendix A. For example,
when two well known iso A4 (210 × 297 mm.) paper sizes are put next to each
other, the result is a iso A3 (297 × 420 mm.) paper size. In other words the
height of A4 is the width of A3 (297mm.). The height of A3 (420 mm.) is double
the width of A4 (210 mm.). This concept in combination with different sized rolls
makes the printing size flexible. In order to print an iso A1 (841 × 594 mm.) for
example, it is not necessary that the printing system contains an iso A1-roll. By
rotating the iso A1 document 90◦ , it fits exactly on the width of an iso A0-roll
(841 mm.). See figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Efficient rotation of iso A1 size on iso A0-roll.
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The iso216 paper concept requires the user to have knowledge of sizes and rollwidths. In fact the user needs to have knowledge of three different sizes to print
desired documents. These three different sizes are: original size, image size and
paper size. These sizes require the user to have a clear image of sizes, rolls, format
handling and document finishing options.
1. Original size - The original size is the size of a (digital) document in the
software application. This can be a standardized size or a user defined custom
size. The user needs to have knowledge of the document’s orientation and
dimensions (size).
2. Image size - The image size is a digital image of the original document after
transformations (e.g. scaling, mirroring, rotation, etc.). User knowledge of
transformations is required, since some functionalities of printing systems
have interdependencies. If for example, the iso A1 sized document of figure 1.2 is scaled to an iso A0 and 90◦ rotation is applied, this causes that a
part of the image falls outside the paper (roll).
3. Paper size - The paper size refers to a roll-width and a cut-method. Differently sized rolls in Technical Document Systems require the user to have
knowledge of the iso216 flexibility and different cut-methods. Furthermore
the user needs to have knowledge of finishing options like: folding, adding
edges, image alignment, etc.
Throughout the printing process these sizes are important for the user. A closer
look at the general tasks involved with printing shows that three tasks can be
distinguished and are related to these sizes. These general tasks are: define parameters of the original document, define document transformations and define
parameters of the output document. Figure 1.3 indicates how the different sizes
are related to the tasks of the printing process.

Figure 1.3: The user of a printing system needs to have knowledge of three different
sizes.

In order to manage these different sizes, printing systems offer software interfaces
to the user. For the Technical Document Systems of Océ various user interfaces
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are available. Each user interface has its own characteristics. Three interfaces of
Océ are described briefly in the subsequent section.

1.1.2

User interfaces

Within software interfaces the user is able to manage different functionalities of
printing systems. For Technical Document Systems of Océ there are several interfaces available. These interfaces are used in various environments by a variety
of users with different knowledge and (software) skills. There are companies that
have in-house reprographic departments with operators which handle documents
for all employees. Operators are therefore considered as expert users since they
have much knowledge about the printing system. In other cases architects, constructors, engineers, etc. are themselves responsible for correct document handling. The document handling is less frequent than for operators and therefore
these users are considered as knowledgeable, intermittent users. This research
concentrates on the difficulties that arise with interfaces available to users that occasionally print technical documents. Three of these interfaces are: Océ Windows
Printer Driver, Océ Print Exec Workgroup and Océ Publisher Engineering. These
interfaces are described in more detail next. Appendix B shows screen captures of
these interfaces.
Océ Windows Printer Driver
A printer driver is a software routine that describes the physical characteristics of
a particular printer, and converts data for printing into a form that printer can
understand. Since printer drivers are integrated in the operating system, different
applications (e.g. Autodesk AutoCAD and Microsoft Office) can use the driver
directly to print. A printer driver can only handle one document at a time.
The Océ Windows Printer Driver is not able to retrieve document information
from a software application. This requires the user to provide the printer driver
with information about the original document (i.e. size and orientation). Currently the printer driver can only retrieve limited information of the printer and
controller. The printer driver can give information on available rolls, but can not
give information on printer default settings which are available to the user in the
interface. Additionally, no preview functionality of the output is available to the
user.
Océ Print Exec Workgroup
Print Exec Workgroup is a web-based submission tool that can handle multiple
documents at once. Batches or multiple documents are called jobs and can be
submitted through the user’s web browser. For each document in a job, the user
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can adjust settings to control format handling. In contrast with the Windows
Printer Driver is the Print Exec Workgroup able to retrieve information (size and
orientation) of documents. No output preview is available, so this requires the
user to have a clear image of format handling and sizes.

Océ Publisher Engineering
In contrast to Print Exec Workgroup, Publisher Engineering is a submission tool
installed locally on the user’s computer. This submission tool can handle batches
of documents like Print Exec Work Group, but has built-in preview functionality.
This preview functionality gives a simple indication of the relationship between
image size and paper size. Due the architecture of the printing system it is not
possible to present a true preview functionality.
Since user interfaces as described above reflect the system’s functionality, difficulties might originate from these interfaces. Among other conceivable reasons for the
difficulties users currently experience with Technical Document Systems to print
correctly at once, there is possibly a conflict between the users’ comprehension of
printer functionality and the way this functionality is offered through user interfaces. In other words the overall quality of the interface might cause problems to
the user. The overall quality of user interfaces is generally indicated in terms of
usability. But what exactly characterizes usability or usable interfaces? And how
can usability be put into practice to develop transparent user interfaces? The next
section indicates how usability can be measured and utilized or improved within
user interfaces.

1.2

Usability

A guidance on usability is specified by the International Standards Organisation
as: “Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”
(ISO-9241:11, 1998). Effectiveness is defined as the accuracy and completeness
with which users achieve specified goals. Efficiency on the other hand is defined
as: resources expended in relation to the accuracy and the completeness with
which users achieve goals. Satisfaction is concerned with comfort and positive
attitudes towards the use of the product. Among many other researchers Nielsen
(1993) has specified usability in more specific attributes. According to Nielsen
usability is associated with the following attributes:
• Learnability - The system should be easy to learn so that the user can
rapidly start getting some work done with the system.
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• Efficiency - The system should be efficient to use, so that once the user has
learned the system, a high level of productivity is possible.
• Memorability - The system should be easy to remember, so that the casual
user is able to retrurn to the system after some period of not having used it,
without having to learn everything all over again.
• Errors - The system should have a low error rate, so that users make few
errors during the use of the system, and so that if they do make errors they
can easily recover from them. Further, catastrophic errors must not occur.
• Satisfaction - The system should be pleasant to use, so that users are
subjectively satisfied when using it; they like it.
Table 1.1 shows the usability attributes of the International Standards Organisation and the specification of usability by Nielsen (1993).
ISO-9241:11 (1998)
Effiency
Effectiveness
Satisfaction

Nielsen (1993)
Efficiency
Learnability
Memorability
Errors
Satisfaction

Table 1.1: Usability attributes.

The attributes proposed by the International Standards Organisation and Nielsen
(1993) are excellent indicators of usability. The attributes of these definitions are
useful to measure and assess usability. But in order to operationalize usability in
interface design, several lists of design principles, heuristics or criteria, have been
developed by different researchers. Nielsen (1993) provides a list of heuristics he
developed together with Molich. These principles can be used to design usable
interfaces or explain a very large proportion of the problems one observes in existing user interface designs. Although it does require some experience with the
principles to apply them correctly in all cases, even nonexperts can find many
usability problems (Nielsen, 1993). The list of heuristics:
• Simple and natural dialogue - Dialogues should not contain information
that is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a
dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes
their relative visibility. All information should appear in a natural and logical
order.
• Speak the users’ language - The dialogue should be expressed clearly in
words, phrases, and concepts familiar to the user, rather than in systemoriented terms.
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• Minimize the users’ memory load - The user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use
of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.
• Consistency - Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing.
• Feedback - The system should always keep users informed about what is
going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
• Clearly marked exits - users often choose system functions by mistake
and will need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state
without having to go through an extended dialogue.
• Shortcuts - Accelerators - unseen by the novice user - may often speed up
the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both
inexperienced and experienced users.
• Good error messages - They should be expressed in plain language (no
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.
• Prevent errors - Even better than good error messages is a careful design
that prevents a problem from occurring in the first place.
• Help and documentation - Even though it is better if the system can
be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and
documentation. Any such information should be easy to search be focused
on the user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.

Van Welie, Van der Veer, and Eliëns (1999) summarize a number of these lists
and emphasize that all these different definitions and principles make usability a
complicated concept. According to them, usability remains unclear and it is hard
to define the “best” set of principles in the design of a system. To understand how
various aids can help to design usable systems Van Welie et al. (1999) created
a layered model of usability. This model provides a clear insight into abstract
attributes, indicators and means of usability. Figure 1.4 shows the layered model
of usability.
Efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction, at the top level of the layered model, are
the three abstract attributes of usability as defined by the International Standards
Organisation. These attributes give a solid definition of usability. In the second
layer a number of indicators for usability are given. These indicators can be used
to measure usability in practice with users. Each indicator is related with an aspect of the top level. When for example the performance speed increases, this
positively influences (increases) the efficiency aspect. The third level shows some
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Figure 1.4: Layered model of Usability. (Van Welie et. al., 1999)

means of usability. These means can be used to design usable interfaces or explain
a very large proportion of the problems one observes in existing user interfaces.
The means and indicators of usability in the layered model are examples and certainly not complete (Van Welie et al., 1999).
For an optimal utilization of the means in the design of usable interfaces, the
designer has to use three knowledge domains which are depicted in the fourth level
of the layered model. Beside design skills, a designer needs to have knowledge of
the user model and the task model in order to design usable interfaces. For this
project a possible conflict between the users’ comprehension of printer functionality
and the way this functionality is offered through user interfaces, might indicate a
mismatch between the task model and user model. A mismatch can be measured
with the attributes described on the first and second level of the layered model,
since only these attributes are observable.

1.3

Research objectives

Technical Document Systems of Océ (and those of competitors) have many functionalities to print documents in a efficient way. The Industrial Design department
of Océ would like to know why there are so many user questions and issues around
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sizes and format handling. The objectives of this research are to establish a consistent user model regarding sizes and to design a print submission tool based on this
model. With better understanding of the user model regarding sizes and format
handling, more intuitive and effective user interfaces can be designed. Insight in
user goals and difficulties contribute to the design of a user interface.
For this research the following questions are defined:
• On which points does the task model in user interface designs of Technical
Document Systems differ from the user’s task conception regarding sizes and
format handling?
• And second, which modifications or redesign lead to a better compatibility
between the task model and the user model regarding sizes and format handling?

1.4

Research limitations

This research concentrates mainly on black & white Technical Document Systems
(tds), since these appliances are used to process many documents by many different users. Other wide format printing systems like Technical Color Systems (tcs)
for colored technical documents and Display Graphics (dg) for colored graphical
documents, are used by fewer (expert) users. It is expected that users take deliberate decisions to print expensive colored documents in order to avoid mistakes.
Because of this the current research is delimited to Technical Document Systems.
In addition to the basic printer- and controller module of a Technical Document
System, these systems can consist of other modules like scanners and receiving
belts. Although this research concentrates on sizes and format handling, and this
subject is also related to scanners, these appliances are excluded. The difficulties
that arise with sizes in scanners are very distinct from difficulties with sizes in
printing.
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Chapter 2

Task and user analysis
methodology
As Van Welie et al. (1999) illustrate in the layered model of usability (Figure 1.4),
the designer needs to use knowledge of three domains for the design of usable
interfaces. These three knowledge domains are depicted in the fourth level of the
layered model of usability: user, task and design knowledge. A designer can acquire design knowledge from literature and personal experience. Since the amount
of design knowledge in literature is limited, personal experience of the designer is
important. Basically the only concrete design knowledge that can be used during
design is embedded into guidelines and design patterns (Van Welie et al., 1999).
Guidelines deal with interaction aspects as well as with graphical aspects of a
design. Design patterns describe generalized problems and proven solutions that
can be immediately used in practice. Interfaces are used by humans to operate
systems. Therefore it is important to have user knowledge. A designer should
take user abilities and limitations in account with the design of a new interface. A
mismatch between the users’ abilities and the required abilities that the interface
enforces on the users, cause usability problems. Design- and user knowledge are
domain independent, but task knowledge is different for every design project. Task
analysis should provide information for the functional requirements of the system.

In order to respond to the research questions, task knowledge and user knowledge
should be acquired in a systematic way and applied to a new design. Systematic
approaches for usability engineering are proposed by De Greef and Breuker (1992),
and Lim and Long (1994). This research uses the framework of these systematic
approaches.
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Framework of task and user analysis

The analysis of user-system cooperation (De Greef & Breuker, 1992) and the muse
- method of usability engineering (Lim & Long, 1994), provide a task based approach with emphasis on human tasks and the need to understand what users
(rather than computers) have to do to accomplish goals. These approaches focuses on a specification of Human-Computer Interaction that can be used in the
(re)design of user interfaces.

Figure 2.1: Framework task analysis.

The method consists of three phases with different levels of abstraction. These
phases are: 1. information elicitation and task analysis phase, 2. task synthesis
phase, and 3. design specification phase. The level of abstraction and the placement of each phase in the design track are shown in figure 2.1. Next sections
elucidate each phase.

2.1.1

Information elicitation and task analysis phase

According to Lim and Long (1994), the scope of this stage comprises the elicitation and analysis of extant system information, e.g. user needs and problems;
existing task characteristics; design features and rationale, etc. In addition, existing designs are assessed to determine their potential for recruitment to the design
of the target or new system. Both existing systems and related, similar systems
are assessed for the elicitation. Furthermore this stage will result in a generalized
task model, in which device independent descriptions are generated to facilitate
analytic mapping between relevant design features of extant systems and target or
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new system requirements. The generalized task model lists decomposed functions
(tasks) considered in the design and puts the system to a conceptual level.

2.1.2

Task synthesis phase

In the task synthesis phase, different tasks are allocated to the user or the system.
This is done to exploit the specific capabilities of users and the system. Tasks which
require common sense reasoning are preferably assigned to users, while tasks with
a high ratio of information management, repetition or well-known routines are
rather performed by systems. The distribution not only embodies an expectation
about the feasibility of automating the tasks allocated to the system, but it also
embodies an expectation concerning the capabilities of the prospective users (De
Greef & Breuker, 1992). Therefore user needs and difficulties should be gathered
before allocation of the tasks.

2.1.3

Design specification phase

In the design specification phase, the task allocations of the previous phase can
be used for interaction- and interface design. A new design should be validated
to identify problems in user-system cooperation. Small problems may be solved
by modifications of the user interface. Severe problems may give rise to a revision
of the task distribution (De Greef & Breuker, 1992). The analysis of user-system
cooperation (De Greef & Breuker, 1992) and the muse - method of usability engineering (Lim & Long, 1994) are frameworks that help in the specification of
functional requirements, but do not address the design of the user interfaces.

2.2

Methodology

As described in the previous section, the proposed research framework is a systematic approach to obtain task- and user knowledge. This knowledge is needed
in order to respond to both research questions. The first research question deals
with the difference between the conceptual task model in user interfaces of Technical Document Systems and the user’s task conception regarding sizes and format
handling. To discover these differences, existing user interfaces have been used for
information elicitation & task analysis. And second, user observations & interviews
have been carried out to discover the user’s task conception. User observations and
& interviews also have been used, in accordance with the second research question,
to discover which user interface aspects should be considered for modification or
redesign. The methods used for the information elicitation & task analysis and
observations & interviews are described next.
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Information elicitation and task analysis

Heuristic evaluation - The purpose for the information elicitation and task analysis is threefold. The first reason for information elicitation is to create a better
understanding of the difficulties user currently face with the user interfaces for
Technical Document Systems. For this evaluation the set of heuristics provided by
Nielsen (1993) are used as a guideline. In general a single person will never be able
to find all usability problems with these heuristics, but at least it gives an intuition
for the complexity of problems that can occur with Technical Document Systems.
The user interfaces used for the evaluation are: the Océ Windows Printer Driver
and the submission-tools Océ Print Exec Workgroup and Océ Publisher Engineering.
Generalized task model - The second purpose for the information elicitation
and task analysis is to arrive at a generalized task model for printing with Technical Document Systems. The generalized task model describes device independent
tasks and subtasks that can be used for the modification or redesign of user interfaces. To gather information on tasks regarding sizes and format handling, user
interfaces of Océ and of direct competitors have been analyzed. Direct competitors of Océ Technical Document Systems are systems by Xerox, KIP, Ricoh, Seiko,
etc. Some user interfaces of competitors’ systems can be downloaded from the Internet; others are available with the printing system only. A few user interfaces
require to be linked with the system in order to start up. Within Océ some of
these competitors’ systems are available and used for information elicitation and
task analysis.
Competitive analysis - Competitors’ systems are excellent sources for design
ideas since these systems also have to deal with the complexity of sizes and format
handling. As part of the information elicitation, a competitive analysis is carried
out. The user interfaces of competitors are analyzed with respect to strengths,
weaknesses and unique features. Other sources for information on design ideas
are surrogate systems (Courage & Baxter, 2005). Surrogate products have similar
features as Technical Document Systems and can be used to gather new insights
for design. Examples of surrogate products are wide format ink-jet printing systems, but also consumer printers (cut-sheet). Manufacturers of wide format ink-jet
printers are for example; Hewlett Packard, Canon, Epson, Kodak, etc.

2.2.2

Observations and interviews

To obtain user knowledge, observations and interviews have been carried out with
users of wide format Technical Document Systems. Observations have been used to
gather information about user goals and tasks. These goals and tasks give insight
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in functionalities of importance. Difficulties and inefficiencies within the most
important and frequent used tasks can be used to make the largest improvements.
Semi-structured interviews gave more insight in user needs and difficulties.
Subjects
Wide format printing systems are used in a variety of domains by different users.
To obtain a comprehensive view of user goals, tasks and difficulties, observations
and interviews have been carried out with employees of companies from several
domains. Fifteen companies were randomly selected from different domains, such
that each domain was represented. The distribution of domains among the visited
companies is as follows; construction/architectural (6), engineering (4), geographical (3) and reprographic (2). All (fifteen) subjects participated the observations
and interviews voluntarily. All subjects are male and have an average age of 41
years (sd ≈ 8.6). Most of the subjects are CAD draughtsman (in different domains) and/or printer operator.
In order to get a comprehensive view of user goals, tasks, difficulties and above
all a user model, no specific printer brand or printer model have been selected to
carry out the observations and interviews. The following printer brands are used
within the visited companies; Océ (9), Xerox (3), Hewlett Packard (7) and Canon
(1). Some companies use more than one wide format printer. The following list
shows the visited companies and the printer model(s) they are using.
1. Dienst Stedelijke Ontwikkeling en Beheer, Eindhoven.
(Xerox 8830, HP Designjet 1055c)
2. Van Wylick architecten, Eindhoven.
(HP Designjet 750c, Canon Bubblejet)
3. Prorail, Eindhoven.
(HP Designjet 1050c)
4. Xerox Repro - DAF Trucks, Eindhoven.
(Xerox 8830)
5. Van de Laar - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven.
(HP Designjet 1050c)
6. NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven.
(Océ TDS600)
7. Grontmij N.V., Eindhoven.
(HP Designjet 1055c)
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8. BAM Utiliteitsbouw B.V., Eindhoven.
(Océ TDS600, HP Designjet 750c)
9. SAB Adviesgroep, Eindhoven.
(HP Designjet 5000)

10. Burgers Ergon, Eindhoven.
(Océ TDS600, Océ 9400)
11. DHV - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven.
(Océ TDS600)
12. Tielemans B.V. - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven.
(Xerox 8830)
13. Ballast Nedam Bouw, Eindhoven.
(Océ 9400)
14. Ahrend Repro, Eindhoven.
(Océ TDS800, Océ TCS400)
15. Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven.
(Océ TDS600)
Procedure
Observations - Since wide format printing is not a frequent task, users were
asked to execute a few routine print task in which they explained their print goals.
Although notes are taken during observations, the record of observations is usually incomplete (Preece et al., 1994). In general an observer only records what
tasks are executed. But to understand underlying reasons why the user executes
particular tasks, the user is asked to think-aloud while they perform their tasks.
The think-aloud protocol is a verbal protocol in which the user says out loud what
(s)he is thinking while (s)he is carrying out a task or doing some problem solving. Not only information is gathered on how and why tasks are executed (process
knowledge), but also unique information on unclarities and difficulties are gathered. Concurrent think-aloud seems harder than it is. For most people speaking
out loud their thoughts becomes a routine in a few minutes. Because almost all of
the user’s conscious effort is aimed at solving the problem, there is no room left
for reflecting on what (s)he is doing. In general, talking out loud does not interfere
with task performance (Van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994).
If users did not think-aloud because operations seem obvious to the user or certain
operations where not clear from observation, probe questions were put to the user.
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Probe questions where also used to examine the understanding of functionalities.
Examples of such questions include: “Why do you perform task x?”, “What is the
result or consequence of performing task x?” and “What is the result or consequence of not performing task x?” (Wickens, Gordon, & Liu, 1997).
Interviews - After the observations, semi-structured interviews were held with
users. Semi-structured interviews were held to gather more insight in the users’
understanding of different functionalities in the user interface. For the execution
of routine print tasks, users have become experienced with the interface over time
and adjust settings without too much awareness. This suggests that users have
schemas to accomplish desired print results. In order to arrive at desired print
results, much functionalities are rarely or not used. The interviews give insight
in the users’ knowledge of these rarely used functionalities and the importance of
different functionalities. The user interface, in many cases the Windows Printer
Driver, was examined together with the user to see what functionalities regarding
sizes and format handling are not clear, or lead to difficulties.
Another reason for semi-structured interviews is to validate or correct the observations. Observations only allow a ’single pass’ of data collection by the observer.
To prevent incorrect interpretation of underlying reasons for task execution by
users, the interview is used to validate these interpretations (Courage & Baxter,
2005).
Data handling and analysis
For convenient analysis, audio recordings are made of all observations and interviews unless the user raised objection to the recordings. In the latter case notes are
taken only by the observer. Beside audio recordings, short notes are taken during
the observations. These notes and recordings are used to determine user goals,
tasks and difficulties. Interesting quotations of users are used to communicate the
user goals and difficulties.
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Chapter 3

Results of task and user
analysis
This chapter presents the results of an information elicitation study with existing
user interfaces of Océ and competitive systems. Task characteristics are identified
for these printing systems and presented in a generalized task model. Furthermore
this chapter describes some strong concepts and unique features of competitive
systems. The results of the user observations and interviews are presented in the
last section. These results give insight in user goals and difficulties users experience
with Technical Document Systems of various manufacturers.

3.1

Information elicitation and task analysis

The first chapter introduced three different types of sizes (original size, image
size and paper size) and how they are related to general tasks of printing (see
figure 1.3). To accomplish print goals, the general tasks consist of more specific
subtasks. Some of these subtasks are mandatory where other subtasks are optional
to manage the different sizes. To determine potential tasks characteristics for a
future interface design, an information elicitation and tasks analysis is carried out
with the current available user interfaces of Océ and competitive systems.
With the information a generalized task model can be derived. A generalized task
model describes system independent descriptions to facilitate analytic mapping
between relevant design features of existing systems and target or new system
requirements (Lim & Long, 1994). To describe system independent descriptions,
task abstraction is used to expose the conceptual rather than specific task requirements. Beside task abstraction, generification among different systems is used to
facilitate the identification of potential tasks and subtasks for future systems.
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Figure 3.1: General task model of Technical Document Systems.

The results of the information elicitation and task analysis are shown in figure 3.1.
This figure shows a hierarchical generalized task model for Technical Document
Systems. One of the first (mandatory) tasks within a printing system is to gather
parameters about the original document. These parameters (i.e. size and orientation) are used for further calculations within the printing process. Some systems
(e.g. print submission tools) are able to gather these parameters automatically
(system task). For other systems (e.g. printer drivers), users have to provide the
system with this information (user task).
The tasks related to the image size, deal with image transformations. These transformations are image scaling, image mirroring and image rotation. These tasks
provide the user freedom to manage the image size. The next general step in the
printing process is to position the image size onto the paper size. The tasks related
to the paper size include defining a media type, selecting an output size, image
alignment and finishing options.
Now that the generalized tasks of a printing system are identified, these tasks can
be used to create a better understanding of the difficulties users currently face. A
preliminary usability evaluation with some interfaces of Océ Technical Document
Systems is carried out to get insight in difficulties. These insights can be used
during the user observations and interviews. Next section describes the results of
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the usability evaluation with some interfaces of Océ.

3.2

Heuristic evaluation

For the evaluation of Océ user interfaces the set of heuristics provided by Nielsen
(1993) have been used as a guideline. These principles can be used to explain
a large proportion of the problems one observes in user interfaces. In general a
single person will never be able to find all usability problems with the heuristics,
but at least it gives an intuition for the complexity of problems that can occur
with Technical Document Systems. The user interfaces used for the evaluation
are: the Océ Windows Printer Driver and the submission tools Océ Print Exec
Workgroup and Océ Publisher Engineering. The main results of the evaluation
are described next.
Roll selection and cut-method selection - In the current interfaces of Océ,
users have to define their output by selecting a roll-width and a cut-method. The
available cut-methods are synchro cut and standard cut. With standard cut the
roll length is cut to the standardized length in accordance with the roll width. For
a A0-roll (841 mm.) a standard cut results in the standardized size A0 size (1189
× 841 m.) The result of a synchro cut, is the roll to be cut right after the inked
area of an image. This can result in shorter or longer lengths than standardized
sizes.
Technically a roll selection and cut method selection seem logical since printing
systems offer users rolls with different widths. This concept, however, can lead
to difficulties. One can imagine that when users work with (digital) documents,
they know the dimensions of their documents. These documents have standardized sizes (e.g. iso A0 or ansi E) or custom sizes with unusual dimensions, but at
least the length and width of the document are familiar to the user. To print these
documents, users have to match their knowledge of sizes with roll-widths and a
cut method. In other words, for each print users have to link the concept of sizes
with roll-widths & cut-methods. This violates the consistency principle.
In the Océ Windows Printer Driver (see figure 3.2) this mismatch of concepts
becomes apparent. Since printer drivers are not able to communicate with applications, the user is obliged to provide the system with size- and orientation
information of their original documents. Users can do this by selecting a standardized size from a list, or by defining a custom size. To define the output, users
have to make a roll-width selection and a cut method selection. The roll-width
and cut-method selection is a awkward manner to define the output size and can
lead to difficulties if users are not known with this concept.
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Figure 3.2: Océ Windows Printer Driver - roll and cut-method selection

Orientation and rotation - Related to sizes and roll-widths are orientation and
rotation. Original documents have a certain orientation, i.e. portrait or landscape
orientation. The orientation of a document has influence on other functionalities
of the printing system (e.g. folding), therefore a correct output orientation is important for desired results. Current interfaces offer the user much functionality to
manage the orientation of their image on a roll. In combination with the flexibility
of the iso216 paper concept it can become a difficult task for the user to manage
a correct output orientation.
Technical documents often have a specifications frame (legend), that is placed on
top of the folded document for a quick overview of the document’s content. In
order to fold the specification on top, the document should have a certain orientation when it enters the (external) folding module. Even if the user knows what
orientation the document should have for correct folding, many different orientation and rotation options can lead to difficulties to the user. Difficulties can arise,
for example, when the user wants to print and fold an iso A1 technical document
(portrait or landscape orientation) with the Océ Publisher Engineering submission
tool. This submission tool, offers the user three distinct places to change document and image orientation. Figure 3.3 shows the five tabs of the Océ Publisher
Engineering submission tool of which three tabs provide functionalities to change
document orientation or rotate documents. The first tab (image) can be used to
define image and paper orientation. In the second tab (media), the user can select
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a standardized size or a roll-width. While selecting a standardized size the user
implicitly chooses an output orientation. The list of standardized sizes contains
two times the iso A1 size, according to the iso216 paper concept this size can
be printed on a iso A0 roll or iso A1 roll (N.B. A1/A0 roll paper and A1/A1
roll paper ). One can imagine that, in combination with output orientation on the
third tab (layout) the output is difficult to predict. Notice the 180◦ extra rotation
options in both the image-tab and the layout-tab. . .

Figure 3.3: Océ Publisher Engineering - three different screen captures of orientation
and rotation functionalities presented to the user
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Feedback and preview functionality - Technical Document Systems have
many functionalities to achieve desired print results. Many of these functionalities have interdependencies and can cause unexpected results to the user. Since
current user interfaces offer no preview functionality, the user needs to have a clear
image of the output. But with so many functionalities and interdependencies it is
a difficult task to predict the output.
Appropriate feedback or preview functionality can give more insight in interdependencies and thereby support the user in getting desired results. Currently no
preview functionality is available for the Océ Windows Printer Driver and Océ
Print Exec Workgroup to show the user the effects and interdependencies of functionalities. Although Océ Publisher Engineering has a preview functionality, it is
still very difficult to conclude what will be the final result. The user interface gives
not a true image of the document, but instead colored shapes of an image and
the used roll size form a preview. With colored squares the image (blue square)
is placed on the roll-size (white square). If the image will not fit the roll size, a
red square indicates the fall off. If for some reason the image will be rotated due
to automatic behaviour or user defined rotation, it is not the image but the paper
that will rotate in the preview. Rotations are indicated by a subtle movement of
an arrow indicating the output direction of the roll (output). This violates the
principle consistency of the heuristics (Nielsen, 1993). Figure 3.4 shows two different output orientations. This preview gives more insight in image sizes and roll
sizes but other interdependencies are not shown here. This makes it still difficult
to predict the output.

Figure 3.4: Océ Publisher Engineering - preview functionality

Due the architecture of the printing system a true preview is not possible. The
calculations on rotation, scaling, and other functionalities (including automatic
system behaviour) are carried out in the printer controller. These calculations
require considerable system resources and are therefore executed at a dedicated
system (the printer controller). Immediate previews are not possible due calculation time. Therefore schematic previews are available only.
A preview functionality certainly would help the user to use complex functionali-
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ties, but clear terminology and feedback is also important. Current interfaces give
limited or no information about the printer status. The Océ Windows Printer
Driver gives information about the available rolls in an information panel only.
This information is not available at the place where it is needed the most; the
media source list (see figure 3.2). No information or feedback is given to the user
about the settings or status of original- or target documents. This information
is available only by checking each functionality for its value. Some functionalities
are set printer default by the operator. No feedback on printer default settings
is available to the user. Another method to prevent difficulties is the use of clear
terminology. Figure 3.5 shows three cut methods and a printer default setting.
There is no feedback on the characteristics of the printer default setting and the
terminology used for the cut-methods might cause difficulties.

Figure 3.5: Océ Windows Printer Driver - terminology and printer default setting

One can imagine that some functionalities are more frequently used or are more
important than others. To distinguish functionalities of importance, functionalities
can be placed on different levels in an interface. Logically, important functionalities
appear on a first level available to the user and less used functionalities on a second
level.
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Figure 3.6: Océ Print Exec Workgroup - cluttered list

The Océ Print Exec Workgroup interface however, offers a long list of functionalities (on one level) to the user. The advantage of this list is that the user has
immediate feedback of the settings. As a disadvantage the list becomes cluttered
by offering also less used functionalities at the same level as important or more used
functionalities. Figure 3.6 shows this list. More screen captures of the different
Océ interfaces can be found in appendix B.

3.3

Competitive analysis

For the competitor analysis many interfaces of printing systems have been analyzed. Most interfaces (e.g. printer drivers) can be downloaded from the Internet.
Some interfaces, however, require to be connected to the printing system in order
to start up. Within Océ there are competitor’s printing systems available which
were used to complete this analysis. Since many interfaces use the same approach
to communicate functionalities regarding sizes and format handling, notable findings and unique features are presented below.
Xerox 6204 Wide Format Printer driver - the interface of the latest Xerox
wide format printer driver does not only provide a list of available rolls to the
user, it also offers output sizes (see figure 3.7). First the user selects the size of the
original document and subsequently a choice for a roll or a size is made. In this
method the user does not have to link the concept of an original size to roll sizes,
but can immediately specify their output size. Unfortunately this list is very long
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since rolls and various sizes are presented in one list.

Figure 3.7: Xerox - Output size

Ricoh RW-240 Plot client - this interface is a submission tool that allows
the user to print batches of documents. In general this interface offers the same
functionalities as interfaces of other manufacturers do. However, this interface
has a unique feature. It allows the user to specify the position of the title block
(legend). A click on the title block icon, offers five options (no legend, top left, top
right, bottom left, bottom right) to specify the location of the title block. This
could be a helpful functionality to the user when the title block should appear
on top of the folded document. In this case correct document rotation becomes a
system task rather than an user task.

Figure 3.8: Ricoh - Title block

Canon iPF600 printer driver - this printer driver offers an interface to define
a output size similar to the Xerox 6204 printer driver. The output size is initially
defined exactly the same as the original document (i.e. 1:1 or 100% ). Standardized size or custom size, the printer takes care of (efficient) roll selection. Like with
the Xerox 6204 printer driver, the user does not have to link the concept of original sizes with roll sizes. If other output sizes are required the user offered three
scaling options. These scaling options make a clear distinction between scaling to
a size (fit media size) or roll-width (fit roll paper width). For custom scaling (in
percentage) the user still has to select an output size.
The left panel in the interface gives a preview of the original- and the output
document. It also summarizes the different settings of the original and output
document. The dynamic images in the interface give the user a insight in the different functionalities. Presumably this interface will give the user insight in sizes
and format handling. Figure 3.9 shows the Canon iPF600 printer driver interface.
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Figure 3.9: Canon iPF600 - printer driver

3.4

Observations and interviews

Fifteen observations sessions and interviews were held on-site at different companies from several environments. The average duration of each observation and
interview session was approximately 45 to 50 minutes. During the observations
and interviews, much information was gathered on printing goals and difficulties of
users. This section describes first the user goals and subsequently user difficulties.

3.4.1

User goals

From observations and semi-structured interviews it became clear that users preferably use standardized sizes (e.g. iso A0), but that custom defined sizes also appear.
Irrespective of standardized sizes or custom sizes, the output size should have the
same dimensions as the original size for the customers of the visited companies.
To examine drawings, forty percent of the visited companies scale their documents
(scale to fit). All fifteen companies fold all documents for their customers. And
to ensure uniformity among documents, many companies (80%) use predefined
templates. These user goals are described below in more detail.
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Sizes
Generally user goals are very straightforward. Users want to print documents for
their customers exactly as the original document layout. Whether these documents are standardized sizes or custom sizes, the output should have the same
dimensions as the original (digital) document. So, in most cases no scaling is applied and thus documents are printed 1:1 (i.e. 100% ).
In many environments draughtsmen use standardized sizes like iso A0 and iso A1.
In some cases drawings do not fit standardized sizes. In those cases draughtsmen
define custom sizes which are often longer standardized sizes or completely different sizes. Examples of longer standardized sizes are drawings of railway tracks,
those are often very long but not wide (e.g. A3×6 (297×2520 mm.) which is A3
width (297 mm.) and 6 times the length (420 mm.)) or extra long architecture
drawings for large buildings (e.g. Extra long iso A0 (841×1609 mm.)). From the
interviews with Dienst Stedelijke Ontwikkeling en Beheer, Eindhoven and others,
it appears that standardized and custom sizes are used in a geographical environment:

Dienst Stedelijke Ontwikkeling en Beheer, Eindhoven.
“Als het even kan gebruiken we A-formaten, van A4 tot A0. We gebruiken ook
eindformaten 50 × 100 cm. Dat is dus een afwijkend formaat. En dan hebben
we ook nog strookkaarten voor een wegreconstructie die kunnen 1,5 tot 2 meter
lang zijn en dan A4 hoog.” Dus dan gebruikt u de rolbreedte A4, maar voor
een langere lengte? “Ja.”
“If the size of the drawing allows it, we use A-sizes from A4 to A0. We also
use sizes of 50 × 100 cm. That is a custom size. We have maps for road
reconstruction with lengths of 1.5 to 2 meters and a width of A4.” So you use
the A4 roll, but for a longer length? “Yes.”

Other environments also use both standardized and custom sizes as described
above. Although the use of standardized sizes is not always possible, standardized sizes are highly preferred within all visited companies. At Grontmij N.V.,
Eindhoven they even divide drawings that exceed the largest standardized size,
over two or more standardized sizes like iso A0. Other companies have several
longer standardized sizes predefined, to ensure uniformity among documents to
their customers (e.g. Ballast Nedam Bouw, Eindhoven and DHV - Advies en
ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven).
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Scaling
As described in the previous section (sizes), no scaling is applied to documents
for customers. But there are, however, cases that users want to scale their documents. For example when users want to examine their drawings, a quick and
manageable size of their documents is preferable. To scale down large documents
users can use many scaling functionalities. Examples of scaling functionalities are:
scale to media (roll), custom scaling (in %) and scale to fit (a size). To scale
documents, users highly prefer the scale to fit functionality. Presumably users can
imagine the result of a predefined size better than the result of percentage scaling.
At Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven all documents that exceed the iso A1 size, are
scaled down to iso A1. To examine drawings, DHV - Advies en ingenieursbureau,
Eindhoven and other companies scale their documents to fit iso A3.
Folding
Whether technical drawings have standardized sizes or custom sizes, all visited
companies fold their technical drawings. The size of a folded package equals the
size of a standardized iso A4 (297×210 mm.). As a requisite the specifications
frame (legend) is placed on top of the folded package in order to see what the
documents’ content is.
Some printing systems use (optional) folding modules. These folding modules
have different functionalities to fold documents. These functionalities can be controlled from the user interface. The user can, for example, define the size of the
folded package, add binding edges with or without reinforcements and/or punched
holes. From observations and the semi-structured interviews it appears that these
functionalities are used rarely. Some companies punch holes through the drawing without using a binding edge (e.g. Van Wylick architecten, Eindhoven). At
NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven the size of the folded package is sometimes defined
slightly smaller, in order to put the folded document in a folder cover.
Templates
Many visited companies use different templates or configuration files to print documents. Templates are saved configurations of printer functionalities. Usually
templates are used to ensure uniformity among documents. Therefore many different templates (for different document sizes) are often available to the user. From
the interviews it became clear that users have difficulties to come to desired print
results in the current interfaces, and therefore the use of templates is so popular.
Different user interfaces of printing systems offer the possibility to save templates.
In many cases, however, the template functionality in the interfaces of printing
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systems is not used by companies that use Autodesk AutoCAD software. The
AutoCAD software also offers the user to set up printer configuration files (.pc3).
Many companies have predefined configuration files in AutoCAD for their users.

3.4.2

User difficulties

Users experience difficulties when the concept of standardized sizes has to be linked
with the concept of roll-widths. On the other hand, for custom sizes, users find
roll-widths useful. The difficulties users have with roll-widths are also related to
the selection of a cut-method. Folding is an unclear and difficult task due rotations
and document orientations. Different kinds of feedback (or the lack of feedback)
result in many difficulties to users. These are described below in more detail.
Sizes
As described in the user goals: sizes section, users want to print their documents
exactly as the original document. In general users have good knowledge about
their original document. Users know the name of the standardized size (e.g. iso
A1 or iso A0) or know the height and width of their custom sizes.
In some user interfaces, including the Océ Windows Printer Driver, the correct
way to define an output size for a document is to select a roll (or select automatic
roll selection) and to select a cut method. Although a printing system contains
rolls and therewith gives the user much freedom to print in an efficient way, rolls
and cut methods do not match the user experience of sizes. From observations
and interviews it became clear that users think in terms of output sizes instead of
rolls and cut methods. As a result users define their output sizes at the only place
in the interface (of the driver) which shows a list of sizes. Unfortunately this list is
related to input sizes (see figure B.1). During the observations, many users were
confident that they had selected their desired output size.

Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven.
Wanneer de gebruiker een A3 probeert te schalen naar A2: “Hoe stelt u Page
size (as in application) in?” “Dan kan ik hier zeggen, doe maar een A2.” Wat
is het effect van deze instelling? “Dit is het formaat zoals deze uit de printer
komt. . . Ik laat de rol selectie op automatisch staan want hij moet automatisch
de rol kiezen. . . maar omdat ik hier (page size) al A2 zeg en het systeem weet dat
op rol 3 A2 zit hoef ik hier niets aan te doen. . . ” Vervolgens gaat het printen
tot drie keer toe fout met deze instellingen omdat de gebruiker het doel formaat
selecteerde in de lijst van originele formaten. . .
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Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven (continued).
When the user tries to scale an original A3 sized document to A2 size: “How
do you set up Page size (as in application)?” “I can say here, the result should
be A2.” What is the effect of this functionality? “This is the size of the output
document. . . I choose automatic roll selection because the printer should select the
roll automatically. . . since I defined here (Page size) A2, and the system knows
that roll 3 is the A2 roll, I do not have to take care of that. . . ” Subsequently
printing the desired A2 sized document, fails three times with these settings
because the user selected the target size in the list of original sizes. . .

In the case of standardized sizes, as described above, users want to define their
output as a (standardized) size. For custom sizes on the other hand, users know
that they have to define their output in terms of rolls. But even then, most users
appreciate automatic roll selection. In the case of custom sizes, users are aware of
unavoidable inefficiencies (blank residue).
Although users are aware that with custom sizes, rolls can be cut in longer lengths
than standardized lengths, the different cut methods (synchro cut and standard
cut) are in general not understood very well.

NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven.
Op de vraag welke snijdmethoden er zijn antwoord de gebruiker: “Je geeft
hier (Page size as in application) op dat het een A0 is, en ik denk dat je
ook aangepast kan afsnijden. Oftewel dan komt hij er korter uit.” En wat is
synchroon dan? “En synchroon is dat hij A0 is. . . en dan synchroniseert hij
zichzelf naar een A0.” En standaard? “Dat kan ik hier niet zien wat hij dan
doet. . . maar we laten hem op synchroon staan dan pakt hij A0 als een A0.”
When the user is asked which cut methods are available, the user replies: “Here
(Page size as in application) you define that the document is an A0, and I think
you can also use an adjusted cut method. In that case the document comes out
shorter in length.” What is synchro cut? “Synchro cut is that the document is
an A0. . . and the printer synchronizes the document to A0.” And standard cut?
“I can not see the result of standard cut here. . . but if synchro cut is used the A0
size becomes an A0.”

Here it becomes clear that the cut methods are not known to this user. With the
selection of the A0-size, the user thinks he already has chosen a (standardized) cut
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method. According to the user, the synchro cut method confirms that the printer
will cut an A0-sized document. The standardized cut method is not known to the
user.
In general it can be concluded that a roll width selection and a cut method selection
do not match the user experience of sizes. For documents with standardized sizes,
users want to define their output as a standardized size. For documents with custom sizes, users appreciate rolls and implicitly expect a synchro cut. Many users
are confident that the printing system makes the most efficient roll selection and
therefore select automatic roll selection.
Tielemans B.V. - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven experienced so many
difficulties to print correctly at once, that it decided to define one paper size
(900×2000 mm.) and use the Image Area Only functionality (Xerox) in order not
to think about roll selections or cut methods anymore. All standardized iso sizes
and custom sizes (extended iso sizes) of Tielemans B.V. fit in this paper size. The
Image Area Only functionality takes care of the roll selection (36”, iso A0, iso
A1) because it fits the image on the correct sized roll. Since draughtsmen define
a frame around their drawings, standardized sized drawings are guaranteed.
Folding
As already is described, technical drawings are folded with the specifications frame
(legend) on top. Different orientations and rotation functionalities make it a difficult task to fold documents. The documents need to have a correct orientation
when they enter the folding module, in order to print the specifications frame on
top of the folded document. In many cases technical documents have a landscape
orientation with the specifications frame in the bottom- right corner. In these
cases, folding is no problem. But when the orientation of the document is portrait
or the specifications frame is located in another corner (e.g. top-left for project
time schedules), rotation difficulties arise. In that case the user needs to have a
clear image on rotation and orientation.
Moreover different folding methods are available to the user. Examples of the
different folding methods are: Standard (din), Ericsson and Afnor. Current user
interfaces give no feedback on these folding methods, and therefore the results
are unclear to users. This also appeared from the interview at Burgers Ergon,
Eindhoven:
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Burgers Ergon, Eindhoven.
Bij Burgers Ergon worden sommige technische tekeningen verticaal (portrait)
opgemaakt. De legenda staat rechtsonder. Om deze tekeningen te vouwen
wordt de vouwmethode op Afnor gezet. Uit observatie blijkt dat de tekening
nog 180◦ wordt gedraaid. “Dat gebruik je als je afnor afdrukt, ja dat is een
trucje, dat moet je weten.” Dus als je dat niet weet dan ontstaan daarmee
fouten? “Alleen de eerste keer. . . nou, het gaat geregeld nog fout bij mensen
hier.”
At Burgers Ergon some technical drawings have a portrait layout. The specifications frame (legend) has a bottom-right location. To fold these drawings the
Afnor fold method is selected. From observations it became clear that these
drawings are rotated for an extra 180◦ . “This functionality is used when you
print afnor drawings, it is a trick you have to know.” So if this trick is not
known, errors arise? “Only the first time. . . well, it regularly leads to errors with
the draughtsmen here.”

At Tielemans B.V., Eindhoven documents with a portrait orientation are even
divided into several landscape oriented documents in order to prevent difficulties.
Difficulties arose when portrait oriented documents were rotated for correct specifications frame (legend) placement. To prevent errors with folding, the portrait
documents are divided in AutoCAD and placed onto several landscape oriented
documents with each a specifications frame (legend).
Feedback
In chapter two a list of heuristics (Nielsen, 1993) is described that can be used to
explain a large proportion of usability problems in interfaces. A closer look at this
list will show that all these heuristics are related to feedback in the user interface.
Each heuristic emphasizes a different feedback aspect. From the observations it
became clear that various feedback difficulties can be distinguished. Although
these difficulties are related to each other, they are described separately below.
The difficulties are categorized as: distinguishability, terminology, bi-directional
information and preview functionality.
Distinguishability - From observations it became clear that users have difficulties
to distinguish functionalities that are related to different sizes. These difficulties
arise in particular with different Windows printer drivers. It is not clear to users
that they have to provide the system with information about the original document (size and orientation). Instead, users want to define their output as soon as
possible. As described earlier, the list with original sizes is used to define output
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sizes. Many users were confident that they had selected their output size (instead
of their input size) and then also could define a roll size to produce their output
size on. Actually this behaviour is not strange since small-format printers often
get their input information already from the software application (e.g. Microsoft
Word or Adobe Reader).
Although the Océ Windows printer driver states clearly; Page size (as in application), many users define their output sizes here. Fortunately, in many cases
users want to print their documents without scaling (1:1 ) and thus no difficulties
arise. The Xerox Windows printer driver uses small icons in front of the lists (see
figure B.13), but the interface still has a cluttered layout. A clearer distinction between input-, transformations- and output related tasks could prevent difficulties.
Terminology - Since user interfaces are limited in size, specific terms are used
to indicate functionalities to the user. Besides help-files, interfaces often do not
offer feedback on the terminology used. Some terminology used however, is not
clear or transparent to the user. Presumably some of this terminology is inherited
from reprography. But since wide format printing systems are available to practically everybody nowadays, this jargon is maybe overdone. For example at BAM
Utiliteitsbouw B.V., Eindhoven the user encounters jargon:

BAM Utiliteitsbouw B.V., Eindhoven.
Wat zijn zetspiegels? “Dat weet ik niet. Het lijkt erop dat hij ’m iets zal
centreren.” En geeft het icoon nog een aanwijzing als u de functie uit zet?
“Dan haalt hij er een kader omheen, dan houdt hij rekening met iets scheefstand
van het origineel.”
What are zetspiegels (margins)? “I do not know. It seems that the printer
will centre the image.” And does the icon give a clue when you turn off this
functionality? “The printer adds a border, it keeps into account slanted sides of
the original document.”

Presumably margins are better known with the Dutch word marges than zetspiegels.
Other examples of jargon are: isotropic- and ansitropic scaling. Besides jargon,
also other terminology used in different interfaces is not clear to users. With the
set up of technical drawings draughtsman define a paper size to work with. These
sizes are preferably standardized iso A sizes, in which a framework will be placed
by the draughtsman to draw in. The framework creates margins to prevent that
parts of the image will fall outside the paper sizes while printing. Printers are
smart appliances that also have a built in functionality to make sure no parts of
the image will fall outside the paper size. In fact the printer scales the image
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a bit smaller (image size correction) to create margins and fit the paper. This
functionality is by default enabled. When users are not aware of this functionality this causes a (unwanted) double margin to their drawings. Since technical
drawings are drawn with a fixed scale (e.g. 1:100) this causes unwanted results.
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of a double margin as a result of an user defined framework and image correction by the system. With some current interfaces it is likely

Figure 3.10: A double margin as result of an user defined framework and an image
correction by the system.

that users experience difficulties. The Hewlett Packard driver, for example, uses
the term Oversize for documents without the image size correction. The Hewlett
Packard driver, uses an output list that contains all output sizes in duplicate; for
example A0 and Oversize A0. The Océ Windows Printer Driver uses the hidden
option: Image size correction. Even if these terminologies are known to the user,
they cannot control the margins themselves. Xerox uses a more elegant way in
their driver to communicate margins (image correction). In this dialogue the user
can both see the value of the margins and control the values. From the interviews
it became clear that users would like to control and see the values of margins. It
also became clear that the terminology used by Hewlett Packard is unclear and
causes difficulties. The most remarkable work-around to overcome the problem of
double margins is used at Van de Laar - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven:

Van de Laar - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven.
“Paper sizes, daar wordt je echt helemaal gestoord van. Er zitten heel veel paper
sizes in. In allerlei rare formaten, architectonisch, heel veel van die Amerikaanse
formaten. . . D en C enzovoort, zelfs Japanse formaten. Die zetten we allemaal
uit, en dan maken we onze eigen papierformaten aan.” Wijken deze papierformaten dan af van standaard formaten? “Die wijken in zoverre af dat als je
standaard papierformaten hebt, dan houdt hij er rekening mee met een bepaalde
marge. Dus als je ’m daar naar toe plot dan is hij niet meer op schaal. Dus
wij hebben al die papierformaten aangepast.” Het formaat A1 is als 610×850
mm. gedefinieerd in plaats van 594×841 mm. “Ja dan zijn ze iets groter, en
dan maakt de printer ze wat kleiner en dan zijn ze precies goed. . . ”
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Van de Laar - Advies en ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven (continued).
“All those paper sizes make you crazy. There are a lot paper sizes available. In
different strange sizes, architectural sizes, and a lot of American sizes. . . D and
C, etc. and even Japanese sizes. We do not use these sizes, we define our own
sizes.” Do your sizes deviate from standardized sizes? “They deviate in such
way that if you use standardized sizes, it takes a margin into account. If you
use these sizes to plot, the scale of your drawing has changed. So we adjusted
all paper sizes.” The size A1 is defined as 610×850 mm. instead of 594×841
mm. “Yes indeed, the sizes are a bit larger, and then the printer uses image
correction and in the end the size is just perfect. . . ”

Bi-directional information - The information of rolls that is displayed by the
Océ Windows Printer Driver (see figure B.1) is known as bi-directional information. In the panel the user can retrieve information of the available rolls in the
printing system. These and more information of the printing system could be
useful to the user, for example in the case of printer default settings. Currently
the user interface gives no feedback on printer default settings. One can imagine
that printer default settings (e.g. in respect to scaling) are unknown to the user.
With bi-directional information the printing system could inform the user about
the printer default settings. Although printer default settings did not cause difficulties to the user, they certainly did not make the printing process of users easier.
At the Xerox Repro - DAF Trucks, Eindhoven the operator would not rely on the
printer default setting:

Xerox Repro - DAF Trucks, Eindhoven.
Wat is hier de printer default? “Printer defaults. . . daar gok ik liever niet op,
ik zet de instellingen liever vast.”
What is the printer default for this functionality? “Printer defaults. . . I do not
rely on them, I prefer to set the functionality fixed.”

Preview functionality - A preview functionality could help the user to prevent
printing erroneous documents. From observations (Tielemans B.V. - Advies en
ingenieursbureau, Eindhoven) it became clear that a basic preview functionality
like Autodesk AutoCAD offers (see figure B.15), is helpful to the user. In this
preview is shown how the user’s image fits on the selected paper size. If the image will not fit the paper size this is indicated with red edges. Presumably basic
information (feedback) on paper sizes and image sizes is useful to the user.
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This chapter described the results of a task- and user analysis of current interfaces
available for Technical Document Systems. The described user goals and user difficulties are excellent sources for the redesign of user interfaces. The next chapter
proposes a redesign of a user interface for Technical Document Systems.
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Chapter 4

User interface redesign
This chapter describes a proposal for a user interface redesign. The emphasis
of the redesign will lay on functionalities regarding sizes and format handling.
Furthermore this chapter describes an evaluation of the redesigned user interface
with users of Technical Document Systems. The evaluation can be used to examine
if the usability of the interface is improved compared to current available interfaces.

4.1

Proposal for user interface redesign

The results of the information elicitation indicate that there are differences between
the task models of current interfaces and the user’s task conceptions regarding
sizes and format handling. To overcome differences between the task model and
the user’s task conception a new task model will be proposed in a task synthesis. Moreover a distribution of tasks between the user and the printing system is
proposed to overcome user difficulties.

4.1.1

Task synthesis

From the user observations and interviews it can be concluded that common user
goals are very straightforward. These goals include printing documents without
scaling and folding technical documents with the legend on top of the folded document. To a lesser degree users sometimes want to scale their documents (to
standardized sizes) for a visual inspection. Despite all these straightforward goals,
users are currently confronted with process oriented tasks instead of output oriented tasks. A closer look at the tasks within current interfaces shows a rather
technical process of printing systems.
Figure 4.1 shows the general tasks (printing procedure) for the Océ Windows
Printer Driver to come to output. First, users have to provide the printing system
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with input parameters (i.e. size and orientation) about the original document.
And second, users have to define their output with the selection of a roll width
and a cut method. In this procedure, users are required to have knowledge of their
original size and to link this knowledge with roll widths. Then the user also needs
to have knowledge of the different cut methods (standard cut and synchro cut).
At the same time the user has to take transformations like scaling and rotation
into account.

Figure 4.1: Current printing procedure (task model).

Although a printing system contains rolls and therewith gives the user much freedom to print in an efficient way, roll widths and cut methods do not match the
user experience of sizes. From observations and interviews it became obvious that
users think in terms of output sizes instead of rolls and cut methods. Draughtsmen
preferably use standardized sizes (e.g. iso A0 and iso A1) to draw and want these
standardized sizes also as output. With custom sizes, on the other hand, users
are familiar with the dimensions of their size and know that they have to use rolls
to print. In these cases users want to select a roll size (or select automatic roll
selection). From interviews and observations it appears that users prefer a task
model as presented in figure 4.2.
When users have a standardized size as input, in most cases the output should be
a standardized size as well. So if the user is able to select the standardized output
size from a list, the user implicitly selects a standard cut. In the case of custom
sizes, users understand that these sizes do not always fit standardized sizes and
therefore better use rolls. When users select a roll, they expect an immediate cut
after the image (synchro cut). In the proposed task model the user is no longer
obliged to define the cut method explicitly, but chooses it implicitly by selecting
the desired output. By offering a standardized output size to the user, the user is
no longer obliged to link sizes with roll widths and cut methods.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed task model.

In the proposed task model there are also two cross links between the input side
and the output side. The first cross link between a standardized size (input) and
a roll width selection (output) reflects the current situation. The second cross
link between custom size (input) and standard size (output) can be used to scale
documents to standardized sizes easily. Within this model scaling becomes a more
intuitive task, since users select their desired output size.
This task model is derived from user observations and user interviews, but is also
employed by some competitors (e.g. Xerox and Canon). In a slightly different way
the Océ Publisher Engineering interface, also implemented this model. But why
do these interfaces still cause difficulties to print correctly at once? Several reasons
are thinkable; a cluttered presentation of functionalities, little or no feedback to
the user, no restrictions on functionalities to the user or an odd task distribution
between the user and the system. Presumably a combination of reasons cause
difficulties, but from the observations and interviews it became obvious that an
odd task distribution causes many difficulties to the user. Odd task distributions
are discussed below in more detail.
Beside the roll width selection and the cut method selection, other tasks cause difficulties to the user. One of these functionalities that cause difficulties: is rotation.
Rotation can be used to decide on efficient or productive printing. Another reason
to rotate documents is to let the document enter the folding module correctly so
that the legend (specifications frame) is folded on top of the document. From
observation and interviews it became obvious that rotation is no user goal and
causes difficulties only. It can be concluded that rotating documents are part of
higher order goals (i.e. efficient/productive printing or correct document folding).
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Here it becomes apparent that rotations are part of the printing process. The
redistribution of tasks like rotations, roll width selection and cut method selection
between the user and the system can prevent difficulties in the future. The next
section outlines some task redistributions.

4.1.2

Task distribution

To exploit the specific capabilities of users and the system, different tasks should
be allocated to the user or the system. Tasks which require common sense reasoning are preferably assigned to users, while tasks with a high ratio of information
management, repetition or well-known routines are rather performed by systems
(De Greef & Breuker, 1992).
Rotation - As described in the previous section, rotation is a task to accomplish
higher order goals. One of these goals is to print efficiently. Since rotating requires the user to have knowledge of sizes and rolls, this task is difficult for users.
Assuming that the printing system can rotate documents efficiently when size and
orientation of the original document are known, rotation should be a system task.
The user task is to decide whether the printing system should print efficiently or
productively. Another reason to rotate documents is for correct folding (with the
legend on top). In order to let the document enter the folding module correctly,
the user needs to have knowledge of the printing system, the folding module, and
the orientation of the original document to rotate the document correctly. This
is far too complex for the user of the printing system. Therefore the system task
should be rotation and the user task is to specify in which corner the legend (specifications frame) is positioned. If no specifications frame is available, the user or
system can decide which corner is folded on top. In other words, the functionality
rotation should not be an user task and therefore not appear in the user interface.
Output size - In the case of a standardized output size as described in the previous section (see figure 4.2), a reallocation of tasks takes place. Previously the user
was obliged to select a roll size and a cut method to define the output size. With
the selection of a standardized output size (user task), it is the task of the system
to select the correct roll width, use the standard cut method and if necessary to
rotate the document. Since the user expects a immediate cut with the selection of
a roll width, it is the system’s task to use a synchro cut method.
Margins - From observations it became apparent that users had many difficulties
with image size correction (Océ) or oversize (Hewlett Packard). Both terms indicate a margins functionality in the interface. Currently printing systems add by
default a margin to prevent that parts of the drawing fall outside the paper. Some
draughtsmen however, use the full (digital) paper size and add margins themselves
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by setting up a framework. When draughtsmen want to print these documents
a double margin will be the result. To print without the margins of the printing
system, the user has to deselect the image size correction functionality or choose
an oversize standardized size (e.g. oversize iso A0). Even if the user should understand these functionalities, it is unknown to the user what the size of the margins
is. The unclear terminology and lack of feedback of the margin size cause difficulties to the user. By giving the user control on margin sizes (reallocation of task),
the user gets insight (feedback) and more control on these margins. An example
of control and feedback on margins is given in the Xerox 510 printer driver (see
figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Xerox 510 printer driver - margins.

The proposed task model and task distribution are used in the redesign of a user
interface for Technical Document Systems. The next section describes the redesign
of the user interface.

4.2

User interface redesign

This section describes the considerations taken with the selection of the design
tool and the design characteristics of the user interface redesign.

4.2.1

Design tool

For the examination of the redesigned user interface it is not necessary that the
interface offers full functionality to the user. The redesigned interface can be used
to examine if a more intuitive approach regarding sizes and format handling for
Technical Document Systems can be proposed to the user. Since no full functionality is needed, no visual programming tools (e.g. Borland Delphi, Microsoft
Visual c++, etc.) have been used for the redesign. But, in order to emphasize
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the functionalities regarding sizes and format handling, and not the appearance of
style-elements in the interface, the redesign uses familiar style-elements that are
known to the user. Familiar style-elements are those used within the Microsoft
Windows graphical user interface (gui). For the redesign of the user interface, the
Microsoft Visio 2003 software package is used. Visio is a tool that enables engineers and technicians to create detailed schematics for different domains. Visio
also contains a set of predefined shapes with the Windows XP Graphical User Interface style elements. These static style elements have been used for the redesign
of the user interface.

4.2.2

Design characteristics

The results of the information elicitation, competitive analysis, user observations
and interviews have been used for the redesign of an user interface for Technical
Document Systems. Figure 4.4 shows a screen capture of the designed user interface. Next, some characteristics of the design are described in more detail.

Figure 4.4: User interface redesign for Technical Document Systems.
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Information panel - The left side of the interface provides the user with feedback. The top left panel indicates the status and widths of available rolls. The
status is indicated with green (full) and orange (almost empty) rolls. The larger
left panel below indicates information of two sizes and transformations. First,
information is displayed about the original size. In a printer driver the user is
obliged to provide the printing system with information of the original size (document). The information of the original size is put in an overview together with
information on transformations and the output size. The information related to
the output size includes the paper size, image size, finishing- and folding options.
If the paper size and image size do not correspond due scaling options and cause a
blank residue, the information on the image size is displayed with an orange color
to emphasize the difference of sizes. Dynamic images of an original document and
a printer with approximately correct placed image on the paper size, support the
user with the printing process. The dynamic image of the printer used in the
Canon iPF600 printer driver is used in the redesign. The dynamic image of the
printer as used in the Canon iPF600 printer driver is a nice example of how to
support the user.
Guided steps - The right side of the interface shows four panels to guide the
printing process. The panel at the top of the interface gives the user the possibility to select a template with predefined settings. This panel also has a preferences
button to adjust the interface language, measurement units, which standardized
sizes should be displayed, etc. Furthermore the user can adjust the printer mode.
The available options are efficient printing and productive printing (see figure C.2).
These options influence the automatic system behaviour on rotations.
The following three panels on the right side of the interface are related to the
original size, image size (transformations) and output size. In these panels the
proposed task model as presented in figure 4.2 is applied. In the first panel (original document), the user is obliged to provide the printing system with information
about the original document (size and orientation). To do this the user can select
a standardized output from a list, or define a own custom size (see figure C.3) that
will appear in another list. The two lists make a clear distinction between standardized size and custom size. Subsequently the user has to define the orientation
of the original document. With orientation is meant, the orientation of the paper
in relation to the image. Two common orientations are shown on the top level.
Other orientations than landscape and portrait can be defined in another dialog
(see figure C.4).
In the third panel on the right side, the user can adjust settings regarding transformations. As appeared from the information elicitation and the task analysis,
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there are three image transformations available within printing systems; scaling,
mirroring and rotation. But from user observations and interviews it appeared
that image rotation is no user goal. Rotation can be used to reach higher order
goals: efficient printing or adjust orientation for correct folding. Since rotations
cause many difficulties to the user, no rotation functionality is used within this interface. So image transformations are reduced to scaling and mirroring. To scale
documents, the user has several options: no scaling (1:1), scale to fit and fixed
scaling. The scale to fit option is related to the output size or the selected roll
width. In the case of a roll width selection, the width of the original document is
scaled to the width of the roll. With fixed scaling, the user can scale documents
by percentage or by size (see figure C.5).

In the last panel, the user is able to select an output size or roll width. With the
selection of an output size or roll width implicitly a cut method is selected. The
selection of an output size will result in a standard cut and the roll width selection
results in a synchro cut. Other finishing options, including folding options, can
be accessed through the finishing options button on the panel (see figure C.6).
Another dialog will appear with functionalities like: add/delete edges, margins,
alignment, media selection and folding options. Compared to the current folding
options, there has been added a legend functionality. With this functionality the
user is able to define what the position of the legend (specification frame) is. This
functionality has, just like in the Ricoh RW-240 plot client (see figure 3.8), five
options: no legend, top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right. One can imagine
that this functionality is related to the orientation of the original size.

From the user observations and interviews it appeared that many users had difficulties with margins. In order to give the user feedback and control on margins,
the finishing options dialog offers the user to adjust the margins. Appendix C
offers more screen captures of the prototype design.

The three panels described above should guide the user through the printing process. With these panels and meaningful icons, it is expected that users can distinguish the different steps better and get more insight into the printing process. By
offering the user the choice between an output size and a roll width, the emphasis is put more on the output rather than the printing process with a roll width
and cut method selection. And even without explicit rotation functionality, it is
expected that this interface is still as flexible as its predecessor.
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User interface evaluation

To determine the usability of the interface redesign as described in the previous
section, an evaluation with users was carried out. To measure usability, one can
use the attributes as proposed by the International Standards Organisation (1998)
and Nielsen (1993). These attributes, as described in the first and second level
of the layered model of usability (Van Welie et al., 1999), are usage indicators of
usability and can be used to quantify this concept. Usually these quantifications
can be used to compare the usability between current and new interfaces in a
usability test, but since the redesigned interface consists of static images and has
no full functionality an usability evaluation is carried out. The next subsections
describe the method and results of the evaluation.

4.3.1

Subjects

The evaluation was carried out with three users of Technical Document Systems.
These users were selected from the users that participated in the observations and
interviews. As a criterion for selection, only users of Océ user interfaces have
been participated to evaluate the usability of the redesigned interface. The users
participated in the evaluation voluntarily. Users of the following companies have
participated in the evaluation.
• Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven.
• NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven.
• BAM Utiliteitsbouw B.V., Eindhoven.

4.3.2

Method

For the evaluation of the redesigned interface, users were asked to execute four
printing tasks. These printing tasks are real user tasks and are based on user
observations and interviews. The tasks are depicted in appendix D. To carry out
these tasks, users were asked to use the redesigned user interface. Beside the tasks,
users were asked probe questions about the interface and functionalities to get insight in the users’ conception of the interface. Examples of such questions include:
“What is the result or consequence of performing task x?” and “What is the result
or consequence of not performing task x?” (Wickens et al., 1997).
In order to suggest a more dynamic interface to complete the different tasks,
the user was presented a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation with static images of
the redesigned user interface. The functionalities needed to complete the tasks
were clickable with invisible buttons. These buttons redirect the user to other
slides with images of different interface states. Since not all functionalities were
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‘programmed’ with invisible buttons, the disadvantage of this method is that the
user can be ‘guided’ through the interface by searching these buttons because the
mouse-pointer’s appearance will change from an arrow to a pointing hand.
During the execution of tasks, the user and usage indicators were observed to get
insight in the usability of the redesigned interface. Usage indicators are: efficiency,
learnability, memorability, errors and satisfaction. Aside from memorability, these
indicators can be observed directly very well. The efficiency and learnability of
the interface can be determined with time the user needs to achieve desired print
results. During the evaluation one can count the amount of errors the user makes.
The amount of errors indicates the effectiveness of the interface. Satisfaction is
a subjective measure that indicates the comfort and positive attitude of the user
towards the use of the interface. To evaluate the interface with these indicators,
the complete evaluation sessions are recorded with Techsmith Morae software1 .
Morae is usability testing software which records user-system interactions (mouse
movements and clicks) and is also capable to record the user with a webcam. The
recordings are useful for the evaluation of the interface with the usage indicators
of usability. Figure 4.5 shows a screen capture of the video output with recordings
of the user (webcam) and user-system interactions.

Figure 4.5: Techsmith Morae video output of the user and user-system interactions.

1 Website

Techsmith, http://www.techsmith.com
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Results

This section describes the results of the usability evaluation. First, the following list describes which tasks were carried out during the evaluation of the user
interface. These tasks are based on observations and interviews held with users.

• Task 1 - A1 size → A0 size. In the first task the user was asked to scale
an iso A1 standardized size to the next standardized size (iso A0). To see
if the user understood the different scaling options, the user was asked what
is the difference between 1:1 scaling and scale to fit.
• Task 2 - A3×4 meters → A0 size. In this task the user was asked to scale
down a custom sized document (297 × 4000 mm.) to a standardized size
(iso A0).
• Task 3 - A1 size → Folded A1 size. In this task no scaling was needed. The
user had to select an iso A1 for the input as well as for the output. With
the finishing options the user could specify the position of the legend to fold
the document correctly.
• Task 4 - Poster (800×1200 mm.) → user choice. . . For this task no functionality was implemented in the presentation, so the user was asked how
he would print the poster without scaling. Since the poster did not fit on a
standardized iso A0, it was expected that the user will select the A0-roll.

The results of the three usability evaluations are summarized in three tables. Each
table represents the evaluation of one user. Beside the results of the four tasks
carried out with the redesigned user interface, each table has an extra column
(Task O). In this extra column the results of a printing task are described that
are carried out with the current Océ Windows Printer Driver interface during the
observation sessions with the user previously. This evaluation gives an indication
of the usability of the ‘old’ interface.
The tasks are evaluated with the attributes of usability: efficiency, effectiveness
and satisfaction. All tasks are evaluated by the author and rated on a scale of six:
very good (+++), good (++), sufficient (+), insufficient (–), poor (– –) and very
poor (– – –). A measure of efficiency is time (performance speed) and learnability.
The amount of errors indicates the effectiveness of the interface and satisfaction
is evaluated with the positive or negative responses of the user. The evaluation
results reflect a comparison of performance between the three users.
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Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven
The task which was carried out during the observation session with the user of
Assembléon B.V. involved the scaling of a A3 sized document to an iso A2 sized
document. The user fails three times in a row to achieve the desired print result.
The user consequently fails to provide the system with parameters of the original
size. The user had no clue what went wrong. Therefore the efficiency and effectiveness of the interface are not very well. The user was disappointed with the result.
This task is comparable with task 1 which is carried out with the redesigned user
interface.
Table 4.1: Scores of usability evaluation Assembléon B.V., Veldhoven.

Efficiency
Effectiveness
Satisfaction

Task O
–
––
––

Task 1
–
++
++

Task 2
+
+
+

Task 3
+++
++
+++

Task 4
++
+++
+++

NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven
The user at NTS Mechatronics carried out a task during the observation session
to print a iso A0 printer with the Océ Windows Printer Driver. The results of
the usability evaluation are described with Task O. Although the effectiveness and
efficiency are sufficient, the satisfaction is poor since the user is not sure what
will be the output. From experience the user knows that even if the settings are
correct the result can deviate from what he expected.

Table 4.2: Scores of usability evaluation NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven.

Efficiency
Effectiveness
Satisfaction

Task O
+
+
––

Task 1
–
+
+

Task 2
+
+
++

Task 3
++
++
+++

Task 4
+++
+++
+++

BAM Utiliteitsbouw B.V., Eindhoven
At BAM Utiliteitsbouw B.V. the user prints regularly time schedules for construction sites. These time schedules have a legend in the top-left corner and cause
difficulties with correct folding (with legend on top). Although no document was
submitted to the printer and folder to check the correct folding of time schedules,
this task is used for the evaluation of usability. The user described that printing
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this document costs considerable time since the user has to think carefully about
rotations and orientations. When eventually the folding is not correct, the user is
disappointed.

Table 4.3: Scores of usability evaluation BAM Utiliteitsbouw B.V., Eindhoven.

Efficiency
Effectiveness
Satisfaction

Task O
–
–
––

Task 1
+
+
+

Task 2
++
+
++

Task 3
+
++
++

Task 4
++
++
+++

Generally the users were positive about the redesigned user interface. At first
the users have to look carefully how to operate the interface, but after one or
two print tasks the interface became clearer to the users. Users distinguished
quickly the three steps (input document, transformations, and output document)
to achieve desired print results. In the first step (input document), it seemed that
the distinction between standard- and custom size makes the user more aware of
the consequences for the subsequent print steps/tasks. Generally the second step
(transformations) did not cause difficulties to the users. With probe questions the
user was asked what would be the result of other transformation functionalities.
From the evaluation it appeared that users have a clear image of the transformation functionalities:

Assembléon, Veldhoven.
De eerste opdracht, het verschalen van een iso A1 document naar iso A0,
wordt goed uitgevoerd door de gebruiker. Op de vraag wat No scaling voor
effect gehad zou hebben in plaats van Scale to fit, begrijpt de gebruiker goed
dat de uitvoer een A0 vel zou zijn met aanzienlijke witruimte vanwege de A1
tekening. Bij controle van de instelling No scaling door de gebruiker, geeft
het feedback-paneel dit weer. De reactie van de gebruiker is: “Image size
A1. . . Document size A0, ah dat komt hier mooi staan. Dat is mooi duidelijk.”
The first task, the scaling of an iso A1 document to iso A0 document, is carried
out very well by the user. When the user is asked what would be the effect of
No scaling instead of Scale to fit, the user understands that the output would
have been an A0 size with blank residue because of the smaller A1 image. When
the user checks the functionality No scaling, the feedback-panel shows this as
well. The reaction of the user is: “Image size A1. . . Document size A0, ah that
is shown here in the feedback-panel. That is very clear.”
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The distinction between the standard size and roll width selection for the output
document (third step), worked out very well. From probe questions it appeared
that users have a clear expectation of a standard size or roll width selection. The
standard size results, logically, in a standardized size and with rolls the users
expect a synchro cut. During the evaluation this appeared from a task to print
a poster with a custom defined size (800 × 1200 mm.). This poster cannot be
printed on a standardized iso A0, so the user is asked how this poster can be
printed:

NTS Mechatronics, Eindhoven.
De afwijkende poster afmeting (800 × 1200 mm.) past niet op een standaard
iso A0. Dus wordt gevraagd hoe de gebruiker dit oplost. “Ik zou een rol kiezen,
en omdat de poster op origineel formaat (1:1) geprint moet worden kies ik een
A0-rol. En omdat de poster 1200 mm. lang is blijft de printer lopen totdat
de input ophoudt.” Dus u bedoelt dat de printer de poster afsnijdt na 1200
mm.? “Ja.” En kiest u dan expliciet voor de A0-rol of kiest u een automatische
rolselectie? “Ik kies de A0-rol, ik zou niet de automatische selectie kiezen.”
The deviating poster size (800 × 1200 mm.) does not fit on a standardized iso
A0 size. So the user is asked how this poster can be printed. “I would select
a roll, since the poster should be printed with its original size (1:1) I choose
the A0-roll. Because the poster is 1200 mm. in length, the printer runs until
the input stops.” So, you mean that the printing system will cut the poster
after 1200 mm.? “Yes.” Do you choose the A0-roll explicitly or do you select
automatic roll selection? “I choose the A0-roll, I would not select automatic roll
selection.”

At Assembléon, Veldhoven the user would also select the A0-roll and expects a
synchro cut after 1200 mm. The user notices that there will be a blank residue of
41 mm. since the width of an A0-roll is 841 mm. In general it can be concluded
that the learnability (i.e. efficiency) of the redesigned user interface is good. Once
user are familiar with the interface the efficiency (i.e. performance speed and
learnability) increased. It is expected that the three steps will guide the user
through the printing process and this will positively influences the memorability
(i.e. effectiveness) of the user interface.
The feedback panel and the three steps prevent errors (i.e. effectiveness) and lead
to a high efficiency of the printing process. Another measure to prevent errors is
the method to define the legend (specifications frame), in order to fold the legend
on top of the document. This functionality did not cause any difficulties to the
users. The settings regarding finishing options and folding options are displayed
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in the feedback panel. From the observations it appears that the users appreciate
the information in the feedback panel, and that this information is close to the
regarding functionalities/settings. It can be concluded that the users are satisfied
with the user interface.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
In the first chapter the research objectives of this project are defined as: “Establish
a consistent user model regarding sizes and design a print submission tool based
on this model.” In order to reach the research objectives, there are two research
questions defined. The conclusions of these research questions are described below.
1. On which points does the task model in user interface designs of Technical
Document Systems differ from the user’s task conception regarding sizes and
format handling?
Technical Document Systems use paper rolls to print documents. These
rolls enable users to print documents of standardized sizes and custom defined sizes. Therefore, these systems are extraordinary flexible with sizes
and format handling. To control different functionalities regarding sizes and
format handling, current user interfaces put the emphasis on paper rolls. To
achieve desired print results, the user has to select a roll width and a cut
method. This requires the user to have a clear image of paper rolls.
From user observations and interviews it appears that users think in sizes
rather than roll widths and cut methods. Especially when the original documents of users have standardized sizes (iso, ansi), they want to define their
output as a size instead of selecting the right roll width and correct cut
method. On the other hand, users do appreciate the use of rolls when they
have custom sized documents. In the case of custom sizes, the user wants
to select a roll width or select an automatic roll selection by the printing
system, and expects an immediate cut after the image (synchro cut).
In general the user goals are very straightforward. Users want to print their
documents with the original sizes (1:1) and fold technical documents with
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the legend (specifications frame) on top. To accomplish these goals, users
face many functionalities in the interfaces which put emphasis on the printing process rather than on the output. This becomes in particular apparent
with the selection of a roll width and a cut method as well as with tasks
regarding image rotations. These tasks make printing needlessly complex.

2. And second, which modifications or redesign lead to a better compatibility between the task model and the user model regarding sizes and format handling?

From user observations and interviews it seems that the majority of technical
documents have standardized sizes, but currently there is no functionality in
the available interfaces to select the desired standardized (iso, ansi) output
size. Making it possible to select the desired standardized output size from a
list will lead to a better compatibility between the task model and the user
model. This functionality would enable the user to select the desired standardized output size directly instead of a roll width selection and standard
cut. To ensure full flexibility of the printing system and to print custom
defined sizes, the interface still offers a roll width selection. As a result of
the two output methods (standardized size & roll width), it is not necessary
to select a cut method anymore. The selection for a standardized output size
will result in a standard cut. And the roll width selection will result in an
immediate cut right after the image (synchro cut). These output methods
and their implicit cut methods match the users’ expectations.

Furthermore it seems that users have difficulties with the rotation functionality. Rotations can be used in the printing system to print efficiently or
productively. Another reason to rotate documents is to let the document
enter the folding module correctly in order to fold the legend (specifications
frame) on top. To achieve these goals, users currently need to have a clear
image of rotations and document orientations. So actually rotations are part
of higher order goals like: efficient or productive printing and folding documents with the legend on top. In order to prevent difficulties with rotations,
this functionality should be a system task rather than a user task. The
interface should offer the user the functionality to select the printer mode:
efficient or productive printing. For correct folding (with the legend on top),
the user should specify the position of the legend in the document: no legend,
top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right. In other words, let the user
specify the parameters that are certain (e.g. output size, legend position,
printer mode, etc.).
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Beside the above described modifications, user interfaces of Technical Document Systems could be improved by guiding the printing process and giving
the user more feedback. The printing process consists of three steps: 1. defining parameters of the original document, 2. image transformations and 3.
defining parameters of the output document. When these steps are clearly
distinguished and guide the user through the printing process, fewer difficulties are expected. According studies by Borgman (1984), Halasz (1984)
and others, computer users perform better when they are given a conceptual
model before using a system (Staggers & Norcio, 1993). Clearly distinguished
steps give users a conceptual model of different sizes in the printing system.
Although Technical Document Systems are used by many users with different
skills in a variety of domains, a consistent user model regarding sizes and format
handling is extracted. It can be concluded that users are output oriented and
think in sizes. Taking this into account allows design of user interfaces that will
diminish erroneous prints.
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Discussion

Flexibility - A point of discussion that arose during the project is the flexibility
of the printing system. Does the system, without any rotation functionality, remain as flexible as its predecessors? Some interfaces currently available offer users
functionalities to decide on rotation or output orientation. The functionality output orientation enables the user to decide on a landscape or portrait orientation
on the paper output. But from user observations and interviews it appeared that
document rotation is no user goal itself. As described earlier rotations are part
of higher order goals and should be a system task in order to prevent difficulties
to the user. With the functionality output orientation, the user is able to rotate
documents as well. The output orientation can be used to let users decide on
efficient- or productive printing. Figure 5.1 shows an example of different output
orientations.

Figure 5.1: Different output orientations.

Like with rotations, this functionality can be used to reach higher order goals
(efficient/productive printing). The user task should be to decide on efficient or
productive printing, and the system’s task is to rotate the document.
Furthermore the functionality output orientation has interdependencies with other
functionalities like for example scale to fit. These interdependencies require the
user to have a clear image on sizes and can cause unexpected results. When scale
to fit is used in combination with a roll selection for example, the user needs to
have knowledge of the effect that the functionality output orientation causes. For
example, when a user has a portrait iso A2 sized document and scales to fit an iso
A0-roll, the output orientation functionality causes the document to be scaled either to iso A0 size (ouput orientation: portrait) or iso A1 size (ouput orientation:
landscape). This depends on scaling to the width or height of the iso A2 document. Scaling to fit the width or height of an original document is not consistent
with paper rolls, which have a width only. In order to be consistent to users the
scale to fit functionality should scale to the width (short side) of the documents. A
consistent output orientation for the scale to fit functionality, in which the width
of a document is scaled to the width of a roll, could prevent difficulties to the user
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and therewith make the functionality output orientation unnecessary.
Generally, more flexible printing systems require the user to have knowledge of all
functionalities and interdependencies of these functionalities. In other words the
user needs to have sufficient knowledge of the printing process. But presumably
the user is not interested in the printing process but in the output of documents.
So if the emphasis of user interfaces for Technical Document Systems is put on
the output of documents (preferably in sizes rather than rolls), functionalities like
output orientation and rotation (i.e. printing process) are irrelevant to the user.
Terminology - From the previous discussion another point of discussion arises:
what is the width of a document? One can say that a document has a width and
a height or a document can have a width and a length. See figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Terminology: width and height (left) and width and length (right).

In the case of a width and a height there is no need to know the original document
orientation because the dimensions of the width and height indicate the orientation. But in the case of a width and length, the orientation is important.
Since users are known with the orientation of their original document it is recommended to use a width and length approach for documents. The use of a width
and length is also consistent with the use of rolls which have a fixed width. As
described in the previous discussion point, in order to be consistent to users the
scale to fit functionality should scale to the width (short side) of the documents
since rolls have widths as well. This is depicted in figure 5.3. This figure also gives
a suggestion which dynamic icons to use for the different input (standardized- and
custom sizes) and output sizes (standardized sizes and rolls).
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Figure 5.3: The width of the input document equals the width of the output (sizes or
rolls).

5.2

Recommendations

The most important recommendation for the design of usable interfaces for Technical Document Systems is to put the emphasis on the output of documents instead
of the printing process. Users are output oriented and have clear ideas of what the
output should be. Therefore it is recommended to adopt the proposed task model
as presented in figure 4.2. In the proposed task model the user is able to select an
output size and no explicit cut method selection is needed anymore.
Furthermore it is recommended to design interfaces without rotation functionalities. Rotations are part of a process to achieve higher order goals. These goals are
the selection of a printer mode (productive or efficient printing) and to specify the
legend’s position in order to fold the legend on top of the document. It should be
the user’s task to specify these goals. The system’s task is to cope with document
rotations.
For future interface designs it is recommended that more feedback is given to
the user. This feedback should include printer default values, information about
available rolls and textual information on different sizes (original size, image size
and output size). Dynamic images of the input size and output size provide the
user with a preview of the selected output which is easy to understand. It is
recommended to present both the feedback and important functionalities regarding
sizes and format handling, in one screen to give the user an overview of the different
sizes.
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Appendix A

Sizes
Wide format printing systems use rolls of paper. The width of these rolls corresponds with the width of standardized sizes. For example an iso A0 roll has the
width of a standardized iso A0 size: 841 mm. The tables on this and the following
page show common used paper sizes. The values in boldface indicate the widths
of rolls.

Table A.1: International iso/din paper sizes

Format
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

Length
1189
841
594
420
297

×
×
×
×
×
×

Width (mm.)
841
594
420
297
210

Table A.2: North American ansi paper sizes

Format
E
D
C
B
A

Length
44
34
22
17
11

×
×
×
×
×
×

Width (inch.)
34
22
17
11
8 12

Length
1117.6
863.6
538.8
431.8
279.4

×
×
×
×
×
×

Width (mm.)
863.6
538.8
431.8
279.4
215.9
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Table A.3: North American ansi architectural sizes

Format
Arch E
Arch D
Arch C
Arch B
Arch A

Length
48
36
24
18
12

×
×
×
×
×
×

Width (inch.)
36
24
18
12
9

Length
1219.2
914.4
609.6
457.2
304.8

×
×
×
×
×
×

Width (mm.)
914.4
609.6
457.2
304.8
228.6
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The ISO 216 paper size concept
The iso 216 paper sizes are based on the metric system and have a height-to-width
√
ratio of 2:1. For example the height of A4 is the width of A3 (297 mm.). The
height of A3 (420 mm.) is double the width of A4 (210 mm.). See figure A.11 .
The base paper size iso A0 has a surface area of 1m2 . As paper is usually specified
in g/m2 , this simplifies calculation of the mass of a document if the format and
number of pages are known (Kuhn, 1996).

Figure A.1: ISO216 Paper concept

1 Picture

taken from Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper size)
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Appendix B

User interfaces
Océ Windows Printer Driver
A printer driver is a software routine that describes the physical characteristics of
a particular printer, and converts data for printing into a form that the printer
can understand. Since printer drivers are integrated into the operating system,
different applications (e.g. Autodesk AutoCAD and Microsoft Office) can use the
driver directly to print. The following figures show some screen captures of the
Océ tds860 Windows Printer Driver.

Figure B.1: Océ Windows Printer Driver - basic tab.
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Figure B.2: Océ Windows Printer Driver - cut methods.

Figure B.3: Océ Windows Printer Driver - layout transformations.
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Figure B.4: Océ Windows Printer Driver - advanced layout options.

Figure B.5: Océ Windows Printer Driver - finishing options.
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Océ Print Exec Workgroup
Print Exec Workgroup is a web based submission tool that can handle multiple
documents at once. Batches or multiple documents are called jobs and can be
submitted through the user’s web browser. For each document in a job, the user
can adjust settings to control format handling. These settings are offered in a list
(tree) to the user.

Figure B.6: Océ Print Exec Workgroup - printer information.
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Figure B.7: Océ Print Exec Workgroup - functionalities.
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Figure B.8: Océ Print Exec Workgroup - preview original image.
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Océ Publisher Engineering
Océ Publisher Engineering is a submission tool installed locally on the user’s computer. This submission tool can handle batches of documents like Print Exec
Workgroup. With tabs for different settings, this interface looks similar to the
printer driver.

Figure B.9: Océ Publisher Engineering - basic tab.
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Figure B.10: Océ Publisher Engineering - image tab.

Figure B.11: Océ Publisher Engineering - media tab.
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Figure B.12: Océ Publisher Engineering - layout tab.
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Xerox

Figure B.13: Xerox 6204 - basic tab.
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Figure B.14: Xerox 6204 - output tab.
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Autodesk AutoCAD

Figure B.15: Autodesk AutoCAD 2005 - printing properties.
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Appendix C

Prototype user interface

Figure C.1: Main screen of prototype user interface.
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Figure C.2: Preferences dialog.

Figure C.3: Dialog for the definition of custom sizes.
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Figure C.4: Dialog for the definition of other orientations than landscape and portrait.

Figure C.5: Dialog for fixed scaling options.
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Figure C.6: Dialog for finishing options.
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Appendix D

Interface evaluation
The following tasks are used in the interface evaluation.
1. A1 formaat → A0 formaat - Stel dat u een technische tekening heeft
ter grootte van A1 (841×594 mm.). Deze wilt u graag printen op een A0
(1189×841 mm.) formaat. Hoe zou u de printer driver instellen om dit resultaat te bereiken?
A1 size → A0 size - Imagine you have a technical drawing with the size of an
A1 (841×594 mm.). You would like to scale this drawing to A0 (1189×841
mm.) size. Which settings would you adjust in the printer driver to accomplish this task?

Figure D.1: Scaling an iso A1 size to iso A0 size.
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2. A3×4 meter → A0 formaat - U hebt voor uzelf een lange tekening
gemaakt (A3×4 meter (297×4000 mm.)). Voor een controle print is het A0
formaat nog groot genoeg om de inhoud van het document te lezen. Hoe zou
u de printer driver instellen om de originele tekening op een A0 (1189×841
mm.) te laten afdrukken?
A3×4 meters → A0 size - Imagine you have a very long drawing (A3×4
meters (297×4000 mm.)). To check this drawing, an A0 sized document
is big enough to read the contents of the drawing. Which settings would
you adjust in the printer driver to scale the original document to an A0
(1189×841 mm.) sized document?

Figure D.2: Scaling an A3×4 meter sized document to iso A0 size.

3. A1 formaat → Gevouwen A1 formaat - Het volgende document heeft
een legendapositie linksboven. Hoe zou u de printer driver instellen om dit
A1 formaat (841×594 mm.) document, als een gevouwen document uit de
printer met vouwunit te krijgen?
A1 size → Folded A1 size - The next document has a top-left legend position.
Which settings would you adjust in the printer driver to fold the A1 sized
(841×594 mm.) document with the legend folded on top?

Figure D.3: Fold an iso A1 with top-left legend position.
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4. Poster (800×1200 mm.) → keuze gebruiker. . . - Laat zien hoe u
de printer-driver zou instellen als u een eigen gedefinieerde posterformaat
(800×1200 mm.) zou printen op het originele formaat (100%).
Poster (800×1200 mm.) → user choice. . . - Show which settings you would
adjust to print your custom defined poster size (800×1200 mm.) without
scaling (100%).

Figure D.4: Print a poster (800×1200 mm.) without scaling.
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